
Title:

● The title of the paper is really creative and captivating. By using this play on words, the
reader is immediately drawn to the paper and what it is going to be about.

Intro:

● I think that the introduction paragraph is really strong, and it gives a solid background
about what the essay is going to be about. I think that maybe the first two sentences can
be broken down into multiple sentences. These sentences are really strong, however, I
think they would be more effective if broken down.

Thesis:

● The thesis sentence is really well written. Not only is it clear, it specifies who the fast
fashion industry affects, along with its effect on the environment.

● One thing I think would be smart to analyze is why fast fashion vs. socioeconomic status.
While it is harmful that a lot of influencers are doing hauls on fast fashion websites, there
are a lot of young people who can’t afford name brand clothing and don’t have access to
thrift stores.

Body Paragraph 1 (Rise in Fast Fashion):

● The topic sentence introduces the paragraph well, however, this sentence definitely needs
to be shortened.

● The sources are introduced smoothly, and contribute to the main idea of the paragraph
without being unnecessary

● The use and analysis of evidence is done very well. However, there is some information
that is not common knowledge that does need citations.

● Overall, I feel as though this paragraph serves as a great historical background.
● While I do like the point made at the end of this paragraph, I feel as though an additional

sentence as a summary of this information would help the paragraph transition to the next
idea smoothly.



Body Paragraph 2 (Harmful Effects):

● The topic sentence is effective in introducing the idea, but make sure to indent the first
line of a paragraph.

● The sources definitely add meaningful info to the paragraph, and the author consistently
uses excellent analysis skills to dive deeper into the evidence provided.

● The use of the word “notoriously” proves to be subjective
● I think the paragraph needs a smooth transition sentence to go onto the next idea because

it sort of feels abrupt.

Body Paragraph 3 (Solutions):

● The topic sentence is effective in introducing the idea.
● Even though one of the sentences starts off with “According to TIME Magazine,” it still

needs an end citation.
● The essay is off to a great start, and I assume that more information will be added in due

time.

Conclusion:

● No conclusion as of yet, so no further comments here.

Works Cited:

● The citations are not in alphabetical order, there is a highlight on one citation, the
citations don’t have the proper indentation, etc. Overall, the works cited is incomplete as
of now.


